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Despite all good intensions, a history of apartments has never been written. History 

books may be full of specimens of evolving forms of flatted living, but they never tell the 

story of their speciation, that is, the process in which apartments came about as a specif-

ic form of residential architecture. This lacking formational history was first pointed out 

by nineteenth century architect Sydney Perks in his progressive design manual for Resi-

dential Flats.1 Yet even a hundred years later, American social historians who investigated 

how apartment living had transformed urban life, noted that although apartments had 

been the subject of ample scholarly studies, the history of apartments remains “a story in 

need of telling”.2 In her study Alone Together, Elizabeth Cromley stresses that the real 

virtues of apartments are namely “not ones that architectural historians have usually 

identified as significant.”3 As she argues, contrary to the art-historical concern with stylis-

tic, or periodic distinctions, the history of apartments calls for a more affirmative atten-

tion to the socially emancipating relationships that architecture historically enabled; a 

social history of the differences apartments made for women. But beyond being simply a 

female or feminist concern, this approach implies to also understand more generally the 

differences apartments made within our forms of living together and relating to another. 

This essay briefly maps a possible starting point to advance the historical formation of 

apartments in such a relational approach to architecture, arguing that it hinges on a fine 

difference in the very conception of our relation of living together/apart. 

 

 

The Cellular Architecture of Apartments 

 

In pursuit of such a machinic approach, let me start from Peter Sloterdijk’s call to put the 

apartments back on the historico-theoretical agenda in his well-known Spheres trilogy.4  

In repositioning Heidegger’s existentialist concept of ‘enframing’ as the essence of tech-

nology, Spheres offers a comprehensive phenomenological theory of modernity, devel-

oped through the concept of soap bubbles, globes, and foam, that emblematize for 

Sloterdijk the part-to-whole-relations of modernity. Its discussion of the progressive 
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technological encapsulation of human life features an interesting reading of apartments 

and their tendency of ‘cell formation’, which Sloterdijk presents as an illustrating existen-

tial technique of “co-isolation”.5 This technological reading advances a compelling ‘im-

munological’ approach to apartments as (self-)protective spheres forming specific “an-

thropogenic islands”.6 Often invoking (and in fact inspired by) Michel Foucault’s analyses 

of modern cellular architectures their ‘heterotopic’ spaces and their ‘biopolitical’ func-

tion7, Sloterdijk thus reconsiders apartments as a ‘topological analogue’ to modern indi-

vidualism, portraying especially the modern one-room apartment as the ultimate ‘mani-

fest of modernity’.8  

 This relation is yet to be explored in more depth. Architectural theorists have 

long embraced Foucault’s approach to the emergence of modern institutional building 

types (such as asylums, hospitals, and prisons) and their characteristic cellular spatiality. 

His genealogies pioneered a renewed materialist approach that avoided reading archi-

tecture as simple products of modernization or social practices, by revealing instead how 

built forms are equally ‘productive’ formations and thus an actual substance of these 

practices. Here, Foucault completely re-framed our understanding of modern space and 

architecture and its relation to subjectivation processes, as he argued that modern socie-

ties have ‘produced’ the Western individual as a discrete self, through a likewise dis-

cretely organized modern world. From the 1980s onwards, this productive reading in-

spired a renewed attention to modern architectures and their underlying power struc-

tures. In this focus, these studies continued Foucault’s initial focus on public building 

types, ignoring that residential architecture, remaining strangely neglected in these stud-

ies, takes form in likewise cellular arrangements. Theory thus not only failed to put 

apartments on the list of modern architectures; it ignored a much more ubiquitous cellu-

larization pattern in the modern habitat!  

 If not a public building type in a strict sense, aristocratic residences and their 

appartements were also formations tied to highly political or institutional functions. 

Therein, architecture had long served as a complex device to draw distinctions. as aris-

tocratic apartments became a socio-spatial system of discrimination within courtly cer-

emonials of receiving guests.9 Yet, as Michael Dennis conceded in his influential study on 

the morphological development of the French hotels and their appartements, these spa-

tial systems remain largely “seen as the symbol of a previous social order, rather than a 

prelude to [something] new.”10 Therefore these apartments are not part of our genealo-

gies. Strangely enough then, the historical formation of apartments remains a remarka-

ble ‘blind spot’ in our understanding of the modern built environment. Given their world-

wide propagation, are apartments not the most significant concretization of moderniza-

tion processes and thus prime assemblage of subjectivation in the modern urban envi-

ronment? 

 Having put apartments on the historico-theoretical agenda, Sloterdijk’s spher-

ology—in contrast to Foucault’s genealogical approach—skips the complex history 

through which their architecture became more cellular. This process was long in the 

making. Sharon Marcus’ Apartments Stories (1999) here highlighted a crucial transfor-

mation of Parisian apartment houses during the Restoration and July Monarchy, and 

their capacity “to make urban and domestic space continuous”, her comparative litera-

ture analysis thereby brilliantly problematized, how these initially open structures, whose 

‘fluid spatiality’ ‘dissolved the boundary’ between private and public spaces, or residen-

tial and collective spaces, came to be gradually turned into enclosed cells during the 

1830s by a reactionary, patriarchal urban ideology taking form in new internalized struc-

tures.11 Before Marcus, many female historians had highlighted historically changing res-

idential relations and their liberating effect on women from a post-Foucauldian perspec-

tive.12 In recognizing residential space not only as a site of oppression and domination 
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but also as a site of liberation and emancipation, these works approached the cellular 

architectures not in its eventually delimiting function (as male colleagues usually did) but 

from its initial potential for transforming relationships.  

 

 

Toward a Relational Conception of Living Apart 

 

This leaves us with a great opportunity—and a larger task—to finally bring these stories 

together. I like to approach this through Sloterdijk’s own suggestion to approach apart-

ments in topological terms. This suggestion is perhaps most valuable to clarifying that 

apartments themselves—as opposed to apartment houses or buildings—are fundamen-

tally no building type per sé, because rather than constituting any closed, discrete, or 

geometric forms, apartments are implicit forms (i.e., relationally defined or reciprocally 

determined ones). As the study of connections, topology defines spaces and spatial for-

mations plainly by connectivity and proximity. If we respectively start from connection 

structures and relationships, we could say that all dwellings constitute forms of cohabita-

tion. Apartments are defined by a specific form of living together apart.13 This implies a 

degree of disengagement, but no full separation. Foucault already pointed out that resi-

dential spaces are never closed sites, but ‘semi-closed’ ones. Similarly, Sloterdijk’s de-

rives the concept of ‘co-isolation’ from the notion of ‘connected isolation’ that architec-

tural firm Morphosis used to express “the simultaneity of adjacency and separation.”14 

This is also how we use the phrase ‘together and apart’. 

 But as forms of relationality combining parthood structures with specific con-

nections, the terms together and apart are—in themselves—already at once quantal and 

proximal. From a theoretical angle, there appears a rather complex conceptual problem 

in how these relations are conceptualized. The concept of “co(nnected) isolation” com-

bines parthood structures with connection structures in a first step. But its defining ac-

tion of ‘isolation’ remains conceptually limited to one-sidedly foregrounding the resulting 

parthood structures, while conceptually erasing the productive relations bringing about 

these structures. Philosophically speaking, in these conceptions boundaries are simply 

not “on par” with parts.15 One  problem is that foregrounding parthood structures led re-

cent architects such as Pier-Vittorio Aureli to approach cellular built forms in some ‘hy-

per-Foucauldian’, and certainly more Agambian fashion, and rather formalistic, operative, 

and (bio)politicized readings of heterotopic spaces of enclosure, separation, existential 

conditions, and forms of life.16  

 In reiterating a highly reductive notion of part-to-whole relations, terms as ‘isola-

tion’ or ‘separation’ are inadequate to start from the emergent capacity of part-to-part 

relations. Thereby, Kiel Moe argued, these concepts prevent us from approaching archi-

tecture as an open (not closed) system, and thus from ever questioning architecture’s 

defining production of boundaries.17 To approach architecture as an open system, re-

quires then to carefully resituate what Bernard Tschumi exposed as the inherent “dis-

junction that exists in the process of architectural production”.18 Boundaries (like walls 

and partitions), Thomas Nail reminds us, are no secondary result of a spatial ordering 

placed ‘between’ preexisting things (like spaces). They are instead the prime site of a 

production of socio-environmental organizations, through the way boundaries constitute 

specific flows of exchange, movements, and circulations.19 More than separating ele-

ments, boundaries have hence a binding function. In contrast to understanding bounda-

ries as a secondary formation; we would need a conception of bodies, things, or archi-

tectures as ‘intensive formations’ of a material milieu, where formations only become 

individual forms through the boundaries that set them apart and differentiate them. A key 

to understanding form-taking processes in general and differentiation processes in par-
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ticular, lies then in accepting that relations gain a primacy over the resulting parthood 

structures that historical formations bring about. Analytically then we must always start 

from emergent relations; not already constituted parts.  

 

 

From Co-Isolation to Condividuality 

 

The idea that the notion of ‘apart’ is at once quantal and proximal, hence adds very little, 

as long as we continue to articulate connection structures in terms of parthood struc-

tures. By approaching the notion ‘apart’ as a form of relationality, we inversely foreground 

a specifically differentiated connection structure (i.e. topology). This conception, I want to 

argue, allows going much further in both Foucault’s heterotopological or Sloterdijk’s 

‘immunological’ approach to cellular structures. Apartments prove here a great case in 

point to advance a conception of built structures not simply as devices to draw distinc-

tions but at once as an environmental technique to draw bodies near.  

 To do so in the following, let me begin by displacing the common (but mislead-

ing) perception of immune systems as defensive bodily war-machines, in favor of under-

standing immunization as what Paul Rabinow had called a ‘biosocial technique’.20 This 

technique is based on systems of interiorizing external complexity or heterogeneity. It 

thus enables encounters of different lifeforms within existential territories where—such 

as in the urban habitat—community is the condition.21 In contrast to exclusive processes 

of isolation, it thus concerns an inclusive mode of coexistence. Art theorist Gerald Raunig 

has commented on the extent to which the notions of community and immunity remain 

stuck in an oppositional relation, highlighting either individual parts or totalizing wholes. 

To avoid this dualism, he calls “for a new terminology that takes both components into 

consideration as explicit conceptual components: the component of the singular, an af-

firmative mode of separation, and the component of composition, of concatenation, of 

the con-.”22 He here respectively coins the notion of “condividuality”, in developing Gilles 

Deleuze’s observation that the individual as a unitary subject may no longer adequately 

represent the increasingly ‘dividual’, or non-unitary subjectivity within current societies.23  

Such critiques of the individual have entered the field of architecture repeatedly. Recent-

ly, the House Vision 2016 Tokyo exhibition—themed “Co-Dividual: Split and Con-

nect/Separate and Come Together”—presented architectural visions for forms of shared 

living and co-housing.24 These are a celebrated topic of contemporary discourse, given 

the recent rise of micro-apartments. Several authors approach this development towards 

shared living critically, however, by questioning the kind of subjects this form of living 

presupposes and uncritically reproduces. Novel forms of shared living are not simply an 

extension of reformist/socialist debates on Existenzminimum spaces and collective 

forms of living. Quite different, shared forms of living must be approached through the 

(neoliberal) political economies (and ecologies) in which their capsular spaces facilitate a 

newly capturing form of relationality, which may well be at the verge of turning into a 

new kind of captivity.25  

 I believe that much potential to engage with this trend critically and creatively, 

rather than blindly following it, lies in reclaiming a non-reductive view of the differentiat-

ed part-to-part relations that architectural production is based on. To move in this direc-

tion, let me first emphasize a fine conceptual difference that goes easily unnoticed; too 

easily in fact. In these critiques, the notion of ‘co-dividual’ living (manifesting itself in the 

ever-smaller privately-owned, or individually-occupied spaces) seems to only rhetorically 

displace the emphasis on individual forms by foregrounding newly collective or inter-

connected, hence, shared structures. By thus still foregrounding parthood structures this 

view does not transgress what Raunig targets at to arrive at a more performative notion 
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of ‘con-’ itself (in the sense of “with/through”, “by means of which”, “in which/as”); one 

offering a more explicit conception of the productive relations through which these mat-

ters take form. This way, rather different from the notion of co-isolation or co-dividual 

living, ‘condividuality’ implies subjectivation processes (and not objectified forms of sub-

jectivity) that involve changing spatial arrangements ‘in which’ and ‘with which’ (cum) 

subjectivation processes take form through changing relationships. The notion of condi-

viduality thus finally transgresses the fine conceptual line between forms of separation 

(addressed in terms of living ‘alone together’) and modes of relationality (as living ‘to-

gether apart’).  

 

 

A Relational Conception of Living Together/Apart 

 

To highlight emergent part-to-part relations over reductive part-to-whole relations, I thus 

avoid seeing apartments as individual spaces within apartment buildings as collective 

structures, but as a condividual mode of living together apart. Not only would this chang-

ing conception inform a critical engagement with the ongoing dividualization of our ur-

ban habitats; it would also be vital to arrive at a more affirmative conception of how the 

historical formation of apartments established new (non)relations that made our urban 

togetherness possible.  

 A relational view initially replaces forms of exclusive disjunction (‘either (pri-

vate)/or(collective)’) conceptually with forms of inclusive disjunction’ (‘and, and, and, …’) ; 

that is, a more creative and relational production of spatial arrangements facilitating, or 

assemblages holding together modes of living together apart. Inclusive disjunction is 

namely that what, within assemblages, holds heterogeneous elements together in dy-

namic states.26 This assemblage-theoretical view avoids re-iterating the term ‘together 

and apart’ as if meaning ‘together yet separate’, in favor for a reciprocal notion of ‘to-

gether/apart’ emphasizing inclusive disjunctions in which parts are on par with the 

boundaries that enables them to exist as such in proximity to another. Thus, more than 

implying new forms (of shared living) this calls for new practices (or modes of engage-

ment) enabling relations of difference. 

 Next, this notion of a reciprocal determination of subjects, gives us another per-

spective on Sloterdijk’s immunological dimension of apartments. In this view, theorists as 

Bernard Cache, Elizabeth Grosz, and Brian Massumi have respectively long called for 

reconsidering architecture through its production of ‘interlocking frames’. Respectively, if 

“the wall is the basis of out coexistence”, it is less for its function of separation than its 

capacity to select and bring in.27 Thereby we re-conceptualize built forms beyond an en-

closing, or separating function as “a technology of movement [that] functions topologi-

cally, [by] folding relational continua into and out of each other to selective, productive 

effect”.28 In this relational view, rather than being an apparatus of enclosure, or having 

the function to separate, architecture works as a ‘machine’ “determining what is related 

to what”.29  

 This determination of part-to-part relations through selection (and not separa-

tion) within architectural production must then be rethought and analyzed assemblage-

theoretically as a cultural technique, whose instrumentality (or ‘technicity’ as Gilbert Si-

mondon would call it) lies in materializing specific ‘filters of relations’ that ‘cut together 

apart’ specifically entangled social, technical, cultural, economic, and ecological sys-

tems.30 The characteristic capacity of architecture as a self-organizing system, relies thus 

on its material (re)configurings of the world. This approach to how architecture sets up 

reality, is then not simply ‘a’ (new) way to think about historical formations, nor specific to 

apartments. It is the way to go about analyzing the materially-mediated ‘machinic’ pro-
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cess in which architecture continuously reorganizes multiple sets of social, environmen-

tal, and mental regimes.  

 

 

Conclusion: Towards a Genealogy of Apartments 

 

Having here shortly outlined what I see as some theoretical advantages of a relational 

conception of the architecture, I shall conclude in sharing my intuition that the historical 

formation of apartments would be a great case to further study how their architecture 

has drawn people together within urban milieus. A relational conception forces us to re-

consider the formation of apartments as a boundary-drawing practices that produced a 

specific relationality making our urban togetherness eventually possible, by topologically 

transforming how we relate to another. And it continues to do so. But because apart-

ments are implicit forms, and not geometric ones, they urge us to approach their pro-

duced socio-environmental figurations conceptually not as (already produced) enclosed 

or encapsulated spaces, but in much more immanent terms; namely, as an (always pro-

ductive) open system of environmental transformation.  

 A relational conception would finally allow a history of apartments to be written 

not only on its own terms, but it also offers new conceptions, in return, to creatively inter-

vene on our present forms of cohabitation. Thereby we can understand the built envi-

ronment more generally as an open system of reciprocal self-organization through its 

production of constitutive boundaries. In this view, Claire Colebrook, recently reconcep-

tualized the organization of the city and its formation of bodies machinically as a “milieu 

of mutual self-distinction” operated through thresholds, in which sheer intensity of urban 

proximity entails “a complex creation of increasing difference”.31 This condividuality, I 

want to argue, is then exactly where a genealogy of apartments would have to start: by 

attending to how their emergence has fundamentally transformed how we relate to an-

other, not simply in terms of socio-spatially setting up progressively apart, but in terms of 

how this ‘apartmentalization’ process (as an environmental rearrangement) historically 

‘cut us together apart’. 
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